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Let _ be a finite positive Borel measure supported on an arc # of the unit circle,
such that _$>0 a.e. on #. We obtain a theorem about the weak convergence of the
corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials. Moreover, we prove an
analogue of the Szego� �Geronimus theorem on strong asymptotics of the orthogonal
polynomials on the complement of #, which completes to its full extent a result of
N. I. Akhiezer. The key tool in the proofs is the use of orthogonality with respect
to varying measures. � 2001 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

The asymptotic properties of polynomials which are orthogonal with
respect to varying measures have had important applications in different
problems of approximation theory. Perhaps the most attractive applica-
tions are those which involve the solution of problems where orthogonality
is considered in the usual sense, that is, with respect to a fixed measure.
One such application can be found in a recent paper by M. Bello and
G. Lo� pez [3]. Translating the problems to varying measures, some results
were obtained on ratio and relative asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials
with respect to a fixed measure supported on a circular arc; these are
similar to previous ones from the work of E. A. Rakhmanov and A. Mate� ,
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P. Nevai, and V. Totik relating to measures supported on the whole unit
circle.

This paper can be considered as a continuation of [3] (see Remark 5 in
this reference). Following the same techniques used therein, we obtain new
asymptotic properties of sequences of orthogonal polynomials on an arc of
the unit circle. We prove an analogue of the Szego� �Geronimus theorem on
strong asymptotics of the orthogonal polynomials. Moreover, we obtain a
theorem about the weak convergence of the corresponding sequence of
orthonormal polynomials.

Before setting the main results of this paper, let us introduce some nota-
tions. Let E be a Borel subset of the complex plane C. By ME , we denote
the set of all finite positive Borel measures with infinite support on E. If E
is a compact set and ' # ME , then

|
E

|`|n d'(`)<+�, ` # C, n=0, 1, ...,

and we can construct a unique sequence [.n(', `)]�
n=0 of orthonormal

polynomials on E, defined by

|
E

.n(`) .m(`) d'(`)=$n, m , n, m�0, (1)

where

.n(`)=.n(', `)=:n`n+ } } } , :n=:n(')>0.

Let #=[z=ei� : �1����2 , 0��2&�1�2?] be an arc of the unit circle
1. When ' # M# , condition (1) is equivalent to

|
�2

�1

.n(ei�) .m(ei�) d_(�)=$n, m , _ # M[�1 , �2] ,

where d_(�) =
def

d'(`), `=ei�, � # [�1 , �2].
In order to avoid unnecessary complications in the following discussion,

we will restrict our attention to an arc # symmetric with respect to R and
such that 1 � #. Let

#=[`=ei� : �1���2?&�1 , 0<�1<?] (2)

be a symmetric arc and G#(`) the conformal mapping of C� "# onto C� "[ |!|�1]
such that G#(�)=� and G$#(�)>0. The logarithmic capacity of # is
C(#)=cos �1 �2.
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Theorem 1. Let # be an arc of the unit circle as above and assume that
_ # M# . The following statements are equivalent:

(a) log _$ # L1
d3#

, where

d3#(�)=
sin(��2)

- cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)
d�, � # [�1 , 2?&�1]; (3)

(b)

.n(_, `)
G n

#(`)
��n

9#(`), ` # C� "# , (4)

where 9#(`) is an analytic function on C� "# (an explicit expression for 9# is
given in Theorem 4);

(c) the sequence [Cn(#) :n(_)]�
n=0 converges to a finite number

(which is given in Corollary 2);

(d) the sequence [.n(_, `)�G n
#(`)] is bounded in at least one point

of C� "#.

Here, and in the following discussion, the notation fn(`) ��n
f (`), ` # 0,

stands for the uniform convergence of the sequence of functions [ fn] to the
function f on each compact subset of 0.

Theorem 1 is similar to Geronimus's theorem for extremal polynomials
on a complex curve (see [7]), and extends the former version of this type
((a) O (b)) due to N. I. Akhiezer. Formula (4) was first announced in his
short note [1] as early as 1960, but for a very limited class of measures.
A rigorous and detailed exposition of Akhiezer's note was published
recently by L. Golinskii in [8]. In the case of polynomials orthogonal on
a system of complex curves and arcs, (a) O (b) was proved by H. Widom
[18] for measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on the arcs.

It may be worth noting that our results are obtained by a method quite
different from those followed by Akhiezer, Geronimus, and Widom.

Theorem 2. Let # be an arc of the unit circle described by (2) and let
d3# be the measure on # defined by (3). Suppose that d_ # M# and that _$>0
almost everywhere on #. Then, for every bounded Borel-measurable function
f on #, we have

lim
n � � |

2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) |.n(ei�)|2 _$(�) d�=
1

2? |
2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) d3#(�)
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and

lim
n � � |

2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) |.n(ei�)|2 d_(�)=
1

2? |
2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) d3#(�) .

This theorem has analogous versions when the support of the measure is
the whole unit circle or a real segment, both due to Mate� , Nevai, and Totik
(see Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 11.1 of [14]). Theorem 2, for the class of
continuous function on #, was independently proved by L. Golinskii in [9].
Our approach is quite different, it is based on the asymptotics of
orthogonal polynomials with respect to varying measures on an interval
given in [11].

In Section 2 we set some auxiliary results. Theorems 1 and 2 are proved
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

2. AUXILIARY RESULTS

Before we can prove the theorems in the following sections, we need to
establish several auxiliary results and notations.

1. Suppose that _ # M1 , 1=[ |`|=1], and let [Wn]�
n=0 be a sequence

of polynomials such that, for each n�0, Wn(`)=cn `n+ } } } , cn>0, and all
its zeros (wn, i), 1�i�n, lie in [ |`|�1]. Let us set

d_n(%)=
d_(%)

|Wn(`)|2 , n�0, `=ei%.

The following definition was introduced by G. Lo� pez (see [12]).

Definition 1. Let k # Z be a fixed integer. We say that (_, [Wn], k) is
weakly admissible on 1 if:

(i) �2?
0 d_n(%)<+�, n�0;

(ii) In the case that k<0,

|
2?

0
`
&k

i=1

|`&wn, i |
&2 d_(%)�M<+�, n�&k, `=ei%;

(iii) limn � � �n
i=1 (1&|wn, i | )=+�.
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Condition (i) guarantees that we can construct a table of polynomials
[.n, m], m, n�0, such that for each fixed n�0, the system [.n, m]�

m=0 , is
orthonormal with respect to d_n . In other words, for each n�0

|
2?

0
.n, m(`) .n, k (`) d_n(%)=$m, k , k, m�0, `=ei%, (5)

where

.n, m(`)=.n, m(_n , `)=:n, m `m+ } } } , :n, m>0.

The following result complements the main statement of G. Lo� pez's
extension of Szego� 's theorem for orthogonal polynomials with respect to
varying measures on the unit circle (see [13]).

Theorem 3. Let (_, [Wn], k) be weakly admissible on 1. The following
statements are equivalent:

(a) log _$ # L1
1 , that is,

|
2?

0
log[_$(%)] d%>&�;

(b)

.n, n+k (`)

`kWn(`)
��n

1

- 2?
D(_$, `), ` # C� "[|`|�1],

where

D(_$, `)=exp { 1
4? |

2?

0
log[_$(%)]

z+`
z&`

d%= , ` # C� "[ |`|�1], z=ei%,

is the Szego� function for _$;

(c) the sequence [:n, n+k �cn] converges to a finite number;
(d) there exists a subsequence [.n, n+k (`)�(`kWn(`))], n # 4/N,

bounded in at least one point of the region C� "[ |`|�1].

Proof. The proof of (a) O (b) is the contents of [13]. Assertions (b) O
(c) O (d) are trivial when `=�. We now need to prove only that (d) O (a).
If Pn is a polynomial of degree equal to n, as usual we denote Pn*(`)=
`n Pn(1� �̀ ). Let us consider the subsequence of statement (d). In [13] it was
proved that the sequence [Wn* �.*n, n+k], n # 4/N, is uniformly bounded
on each compact subset of [ |`|<1] (more precisely, the entire sequence);
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therefore, by Montel's theorem, there is a subsequence [Wn* �.*n, n+k],
n # (/4, which is uniformly convergent to an analytic function S( on
each compact subset of the unit disk.

Since Wn* �.*n, n+k is never zero in [ |z|<1], one concludes from
Hurwitz's theorem that either S( #0 or S( {0 on [ |`|<1]. But according
to our assumption, there is a point `0 # [ |`|<1] for which

lim
n # ?

n � �

Wn*(`0)
.*n, n+k (`0)

{0.

Therefore, S((`){0. In [13] it was also proved that S( # H 2( |`|<1) and
|S((ei�)|2�_$(�) almost everywhere on [0, 2?]. From this, it follows (see
Theorem 17.17 of [15]) that

&�<|
2?

0
log |S((ei%)|2 d%�|

2?

0
log[_$(%)] d%,

which is just what we needed to obtain. K

Remark 1. Next, we would like to make several comments:

v If |wn, i |�r<1, n # N, 1�i�n, then (_, [Wn], k) is always weakly
admissible for all finite and positive Borel measure and all k # Z. This is the
case we will have to consider.

v Theorem 3 can be expressed in terms of subsequences [.n, n+k �
(`kWn)], n # 4/N, for which (_, [Wn], k), n # 4, is weakly admissible on
1. In this case, condition (iii) must be changed to: limn # 4 �n

i=1 (1&|wn, i | )
=+�. We will also need this.

v Observe that if we set Wn(`)=`n, then we obtain the results corre-
sponding to a fixed measure.

Corollary 1. Let (_, [Wn], k) be weakly admissible on 1 such that _
satisfies the Szego� condition

|
2?

0
log[_$(%)] d%>&�,

then

lim
n � � |

2?

0 }- 2? .n, n+k (z) D((_$)&1, z+)
zkWn(z)

&1 }
2

d%=0, z=ei%, (6)
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and

lim
n � � |

2?

0 }- 2? .*n, n+k (z) D((_$)&1, z+)
W n*(z)

&1 }
2

d%=0, z=ei%, (7)

here and further on, we use the notation

D((_$)&1, z\)= lim
r � 1\

D((_$)&1, r z).

Proof. On the one hand, Theorem 3 ((a) O (b)) give us

8?�lim inf
n � � |

2?

0 }- 2? .n, n+k (z) D((_$)&1, z+)
zkWn(z)

+1 }
2

d%, z=ei%, (8)

since D((_$)&1, } ) # H2(C� "[ |z|�1]) and |D((_$)&1, z+)|2=_$(%), z=ei%.
On the other hand, using the parallelogram law, that |D((_$)&1, z+)| 2=

_$(%), z=ei%, and the orthonormality property of .n, n+m , we have

|
2?

0 }- 2? .n, n+k(z) D((_$) &1, z+)
zkWn(z)

&1 }
2

d%

+|
2?

0 }- 2? .n, n+k(z) D((_$) &1, z+)
zkWn(z)

+1 }
2

d%

=2 _|
2?

0 }- 2? .n, n+k(z) D((_$) &1, z+)
zkWn(z) }

2

d%+|
2?

0
d%&�8?.

Thus, these inequalities prove (6). Finally, it is obvious that (6) is equivalent
to (7). K

2. Let .({)={+- {2&1 (the root is taken so that |.({)|>1) be the
conformal mapping of C� "[&1, 1] onto C� "[ |!|�1] such that .(�)=�
and .$(�)>0. Let us also consider the automorphisms of C� : `=
({+i )�({&i ) and its inverse {=i(`+1)�(`&1). The latter takes the unit
circle onto the extended real axis R� .

Let

&=&(`)=. \ i
c

`+1
`&1+ , c=cot

�1

2
,

be the conformal mapping from C� "# onto C� "[ |!|�1] associated with
.( } ). Let h be a weight on # satisfying the Szego� condition

|
2?&�1

�1

log[h(�)]
sin(��2)

- cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)
d�>&�, (9)
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Szego� 's function, D#(h, `), associated with the domain C� "# and the weight
h is defined by the following identity

D#(h, `)=
D(h, &(`)) |D(h, .(i�c))|

D(h, .(i�c))
, ` # C� "#, (10)

where

D(h, z)=exp { 1
4? |

2?

0
log[h(�)]

ei%+z
ei%&z

d%= , (�=2 arccot(c cos %)),

is the Szego� function for the unit circle and the weight h(2 arccot(c cos %)),
% # [0, 2?], and z # C� "[ |z|�1].

Taking into account the properties of the Szego� function for the unit disk
(see [[5], Chap. 5] and [[17], Chap. 10]) it is not hard to prove that
D#(h, `) satisfies the following properties:

1. D#(h, `) # H 2(C� "#) and therefore

lim
r � 1+

D#(h, r`)=D#(h, `+) and lim
r � 1&

D#(h, r`)=D#(h, `&)

exist for almost every ` # #;

2. D#(h, `){0 for all ` # C� "# and D#(h, �)>0;

3. |D#(h, `+)|2=|D#(h, `&)| 2=h&1(`) almost everywhere on #.

4. If h1 and h2 are weight functions on # satisfying (9), then the
following multiplicative property holds

D#(h1h2 , `)=D#(h1 , `) D#(h2 , `).

3. The automorphism {=i(`+1)�(`&1) takes this arc onto the segment
[&c, c]. We write `=z when |`|=1, and {=t when { # R. Let us introduce
the following notations.

If _ # M# , we put

d+(t)=d_ \t+i
t&i+ and d+n(t)=

d+(t)
(1+t2)n , n # N, t # [&c, c].

We denote by ln, m({) the m th orthonormal polynomial with positive
leading coefficient kn, m relative to d+n .

As before, .n(`)=.n(_, `) denotes the n th orthonormal polynomial with
respect to d_ on # and :n is its leading coefficient.

The next lemma is a reformulation of relations (11) and (12) of Lemma
2 in [3].
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Lemma 1. With the notations above, we have:

Ln({) =
def

({&i )n .n \{+i
{&i+

=
.n(1)

kn, n+1 _
ln, n+1({)&(ln, n+1(&i ) ln, n({)�ln, n(&i ))

{+i & , (11)

and

.n(1)
i nkn, n

=
ln, n(&i )

:n2n .

Using these expressions, Lemma 3 of [3] may be rewritten as follows

Lemma 2. Assume that d_ # M# and _$>0 almost everywhere on #. Then

(a)

Ln({) ln, n(i )
i nln, n({) |ln, n(i )|

��n � c
2 |.(i�c)|

.({�c)&.(&i�c)
{+i

,

{ # C� "[&c, c],

and

(b)

lim
n � � }.n(1)

kn, n }=� 2
c|.(i�c)|

.

Lemma 3. We have

} (z&1)n ln, n \i
z+1
z&1+}�2n � :

n

j=0

|.j (z)|2. (12)

Proof. This fact was essentially proved in [12]. Here, we will limit our-
selves to making brief comments to facilitate the reader's understanding.
Our next goal is to find a suitable expression for ln, n starting from the poly-
nomials [.n]. That is to say, we will try to find an inverse formula for (11).
Now, carrying d+n over to # and following similar steps to those used to
derive formula (8) in Lemma 1 of [3], it follows that for v=0, 1, ..., n&1,

|
#

z� v(z&1)n Hn, n \i
z+1
z&1+

d+n(i(z+1)�(z&1))
|z&1| 2n =0, (13)
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where Hn, n(`)=ln, n(`)�ln, n(i ). This is formula (1) in Section 4 of [12],
applied to our case. Since

d+n \i
z+1
z&1+=

d+(i(z+1)�(z&1))
|1+(i(z+1)�(z&1))2|n=

|z&1|2n d_(z)
4n , z # #,

and 2n.m(z) is the m th orthonormal polynomial with respect to d_�4n, we
can develop formula (13) as was done in [[12], Section 4, see Lemma 9]
to obtain

(z&1)n ln, n \i
z+1

z&1+=
(2i )n Kn(z, 1)

- Kn(1, 1)
,

where (see e.g. [[6], Section 1.1�4)])

Kn(z, 1)=
.n*(z) .n*(1)&z.n(z) .n(1)

1&z
= :

n

j=0

.j (z) .j (1).

Therefore,

} (z&1)n ln, n \i
z+1
z&1+}=

2n

- �n
j=0 |.j (1)| 2 } :

n

j=0

.j (1) .j (z) } , (14)

and (12) follows immediately from (14) by using the Cauchy�Schwartz
inequality. K

4. Now we define a measure d_~ # M1 through the equality

_~ (%)={+(&c)&+(c cos %),
+(c cos %)&+(&c),

0�%�?
?�%�2?,

associated with d+(t)=d_( t+i
t&i), and d_ # M# .

Lemma 4. Let d_ and d_~ be as above, then

log _~ $ # L1
1 � log _$ # L1

d3#
� |

2?&�1

�1

log[_$(�)] d3#(�)>&�.

Proof. The measure d_~ (%) is symmetric with respect to ? on the
segment [0, 2?], and therefore its derivative _~ $(%) is also. Let us consider
the distribution function _~ (%). If % # (0, ?), then
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_~ (%)&_~ (0+)=d_~ [(0, %]]=d+[[c cos %, c)]

=d_[(�1 , 2 arccot(c cos %)]]

=_(2 arccot(c cos %))&_(�1+).

Thus,

_~ $(%)=_$(2 arccot(c cos %))
2c |sin %|

1+c2 cos2%
, (15)

almost everywhere on [0, 2?], and

|
2?

0
log[_~ $(%)] d%=2 |

2?&�1

�1

log[_$(�) w(�)]
d�

w(�)
,

with

w(�)=
2 sin(��2) - cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)

sin(�1 �2)
.

Then, the first equivalence follows from

|
2?&�1

�1

|log[w(�)]|
d�

w(�)
<+�, 0<m�

2 sin2(��2)
sin(�1 �2)

�M<+�,

� # [�1 , 2?&�1], and the second from the inequality log x<x, x>0. K

Let us consider the positive trigonometric polynomial (1+c2 cos2 %)n,
% # [0, 2?], and set

W2n(u) =
def \u&

1
.(i�c)+

n

\u&
1

.(i�c)+
n

. (16)

It is easy to check that

|W2n(u)|2=\ 2
c |.(i�c)|+

2n

(1+c2 cos2 %)n, u=ei%. (17)

We denote

d_~ 2n(u)=
d_~ (u)

|W2n(u)|2=\c |.(i�c)|
2 +

2n d+(c cos %)
(1+c2 cos2 %)n , u=ei%,

and let .~ 2n, 2n(!) be the 2n th orthonormal polynomial with respect to d_~ 2n .
This polynomial has real coefficients (see [[5], Lemma 1.3, Chap. 5]).
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Since [2�(c |.(i�c)| )]n ln, n(cx) is the n th orthonormal polynomial with
respect to the measure (c |.(i�c)|�2)2n d+(cx)�(1+c2x2)n, x # [&1, 1], then
ln, n and .~ 2n, 2n are related (see (50) in [3]) by

\ 2

c |.(i�c)|+
n

ln, n(c/)=
.~ 2n, 2n(!)+.~ *2n, 2n(!)

!n - 1+,� 2n, 2n(0)
, /=

1
2 \!+

1

!+ , (18)

where ,� 2n, 2n denotes the monic orthogonal polynomial corresponding
to .~ 2n, 2n .

Finally, we wish to point out that for every system [.n, m] defined by
(5), the following relations hold. They are simple reformulations of known
results (notice that in all of them, n is fixed and so is the measure). For all
n, m�0

|,n, m(0)|<1, ,n, m =
def :&1

n, m .n, m , (19)

<1, |`|>1,

}.*n, m(`)
.n, m(`) }{=1, |`|=1, (20)

>1, |`|<1,

:n, m .n, m+1(`)=:n, m+1`.n, m(`)+.n, m+1(0) .*n, m(`), (21)

:n, m.*n, m+1(`)=:n, m+1 .*n, m(`)+.n, m+1(0) `.n, m(`), (22)

:2
n, m+1&:2

n, m=|.n, m+1(0)| 2, (23)

For the proof of (21), (22), and (23), see [[6], Section. 1.1] and [[5],
Chap. 5, Theorem 1.8].

3. SZEGO� 'S THEOREM FOR AN ARC

1. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us carry out the constructions of Section 2.4
for the measure _ of this theorem. Since the zeros of W2n are two fixed
points of [ |!|<1], we have that (_~ , [W2n], k) is weakly admissible on 1
for any integer k.

According to (11) and (16), we have

[2�(c |.(i�c)| )]n .n({�c)({&i )n .n(({+i )�({&i ))

[.({�c)&.&1(i�c)]n [.({�c)&.&1(i�c)]n

=
[2�(c |.(i�c)| )]n .n({�c) Ln({)

W2n(.({�c))
. (24)
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With the use of the explicit expression .&1(!)=(!+!&1)�2, and noting
that .(i�c)=&.(&i�c)=.(&i�c), a simple computation quickly shows
that

[.({�c) .(i�c)&1][.({�c) .(i�c)&1] c
2({&i ) .({�c) |.(i�c)|

=i
.({�c) .(i�c)&1
.({�c)&.(i�c)

, (25)

and hence, (24) is equivalent to

.n(({+i )�({&i ))
[i(.({�c) .(i�c)&1)�(.({�c)&.(i�c))]n

=
Ln({) ln, n(i )

i nln, n({) |ln, n(i )|
i n |ln, n(i )| [2�(c |.(i�c)| )]n .n({�c) ln, n({)

ln, n(i ) W2n(.({�c))
.

(26)

From (18), we obtain

\ 2

c |.(i�c)|+
n .n({�c) ln, n({)

W2n(.({�c))
=

1+.~ *2n, 2n(.({�c))�.~ 2n, 2n(.({�c))

- 1+,� 2n, 2n(0)

_
.~ 2n, 2n(.({�c))
W2n(.({�c))

. (27)

Let us assume that statement (a) of Theorem 1 holds. It is then obvious
that _$>0 almost everywhere on # and therefore _~ $>0 almost everywhere
on 1 (see (15)). Hence, the following relations hold (see Theorem 3 of [11]):

lim
n � �

,� 2n, 2n(0)=0, (28)

and

.~ *2n, 2n(!)

.~ 2n, 2n(!)
��n

0, ! # C� "[|!|�1]. (29)

Furthermore, Lemma 4 shows that log _~ $ # L1
1; therefore, from (a) O (b)

in Theorem 3 and (27)�(28)�(29), we have

\ 2

c |.(i�c)|+
n .n({�c) ln, n({)

W2n(.({�c))
��n

1

- 2?
D(_~ $, .({�c)), { # C� "[&c, c],

and from this, it follows that

lim
n � �

i n |ln, n(i )|
ln, n(i )

=
|D(_~ $, .(i�c))|
D(_~ $, .(i�c))

.
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Using these relations together with Lemma 2(a), from (26), we obtain

.n(({+i )�({&i ))
[i(.({�c) .(i�c)&1)�(.({�c)&.(i�c))]n

��n � c

2 |.(i�c)|

.({�c)&.(&i�c)

{+i

D(_~ $, .({�c)) |D(_~ $, .(i�c))|

- 2? D(_~ $, .(i�c))
,

(30)

{ # C� "[&c, c].
It is very easy to check that 8#(`) =

def 8(i(`+1)�(`&1)), ` # C� "#, with

8({)=i
.({�c) .(i�c)&1
.({�c)&.(i�c)

,

is a conformal mapping of C� "# onto C� "[ |!|�1] such that

8#(�)=� and 8$#(�)=
1

C(#)
>0.

In other words,

G#(`)=8#(`). (31)

Because of this equality, (30) is equivalent to

.n(`)
Gn

#(`)
��n � c

2 |.(i�c)|
.((i�c)(`+1)�(`&1))&.(&i�c)

i(`+1)�(`&1)+i

_
1

- 2?
D(_~ $, .((i�c)(`+1)�(`&1)))

|D(_~ $, .(i�c))|

D(_~ $, .(i�c))
, (32)

` # C� "#, and from this, (a) O (b) follows because the right hand side of (32)
is an analytic function on C� "#.

Implications (b) O (c) O (d) are obvious using the fact that

.n

Gn
#

(�)=Cn(#) :n

(which follows from (31)). It only remains to prove that (d) O (a).
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Let us assume that (d) holds; that is, there exists `0 # C� "# for which
there is a constant m`0

such that for all n�0

}.n(`0)
Gn

#(`0) }�m`0
.

Since |G#(`0)|>1, Lemma 3 and the last inequality imply that for all n�0,

} (`0&1)n ln, n(i(`0+1)�(`0&1))
(2i )n Gn

#(`0) }
�� :

n

j=0 }
.j (`0)
G j

# (`0) }
2 1

|G#
n& j (`0)|2

�m`0 � :
n

j=0

1

|G#(`0)| 2j
�

m`0
|G#(`0)|

- |G#(`0)| 2&1
=Ǹ

0
<+�.

From (31) and (25), we find {0=i(`0+1)�(`0&1) # C� "[&c, c] such that

} [2�(c |.(i�c)| )]n .n({0�c) ln, n({0)

[.({0�c)&.&1(i�c)]n [.({0�c)&.&1(i�c)]n }�Ǹ
0

, n�0.

From (27) it follows that there exists !0 # C� "[|!|�1] for which

} .~ 2n, 2n(!0)+.~ *2n, 2n(!0)

W2n(!0) - 1+,� 2n, 2n(0) }�Ǹ
0

, n�0. (33)

Since .~ 2n, 2n(0) is a real number, it is easy to obtain the following two
equalities from (21)�(23):

.~ 2n, 2n(!)+.~ *2n, 2n(!)=(!.~ 2n, 2n&1(!)+.~ *2n, 2n&1(!))
:2n, 2n(1+,� 2n, 2n(0))

:2n, 2n&1

,

and

:2n, 2n(1+,� 2n, 2n(0))

:2n, 2n&1

=
- 1+,� 2n, 2n(0)

- 1&,� 2n, 2n(0)
.

With these, (33) becomes

}!0.~ 2n, 2n&1(!0)+.~ *2n, 2n&1(!0)

W2n(!0) - 1&,� 2n, 2n(0) }�Ǹ
0

, n�1.
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From (19) and (20), we find that

} !0 .~ 2n, 2n&1(!0)+.~ *2n, 2n&1(!0)

W2n(!0) - 1&,� 2n, 2n(0) }
= } !0.~ 2n, 2n&1(!0)

W2n(!0) } } 1+.~ *2n, 2n&1(!0)�(!0.~ 2n, 2n&1(!0))

- 1&,� 2n, 2n(0) }
�

1

- 2 }
!0.~ 2n, 2n&1(!0)

W2n(!0) } \1&
1

|!0 |+ .

Combining the two above inequalities, we conclude that

}
!0.~ 2n, 2n&1(!0)

W2n(!0) }�
- 2 |!0 | Ǹ

0

|!0 |&1
, n�1.

This estimate together with Theorem 3 ((d) O (a), k=&1) guarantees that
log _~ $ # L1

1. Therefore, according to Lemma 4, the condition that
log _$ # L1

d3#
is also satisfied. K

2. In this subsection, let us reconsider the asymptotic formula (32), in
order to reduce it to the more symmetric expression given by Akhiezer [1].

Lemma 5. The Szego� function for the arc # and weight \(�)=2 sin&1

(�1 �2) sin2(��2) is

F#(`)=&
4 - 2 sin3(�1 �2) (1+sin(�1�2)) `

cos2(�1�2)[.2((i�c)(`+1)�(`&1))&.2(i�c)](`&1)2 , ` # C� "#.

Proof. If �=2 arccot(c cos %) we have

\(ei�) =
def \(�)=2 sin&1(�1 �2) sin2(��2)=

2 sin&1(�1 �2)
1+c2 cos %

, (34)

and combining this relation with (16), and (17), we obtain

\(ei�)=2 sin&1(�1�2) \c |.(i�c)|
2 +

&2

}\z&
1

.(i�c)+\z&
1

.(i�c)+}
&2

,

z=ei%.

(35)
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Now, if we use the multiplicative property of the Szego� function and the
following very well known formula (see [5], p. 211)

D( |ei%&z0 |2, z)=
z

z&z0

, for |z0 |�1,

we obtain

D(\(ei�); z)=2&1�2 sin1�2(�1 �2)
c |.(i�c)|

2

\z&
1

.(i�c)+\z&
1

.(i�c)+
z2

=2&1�2 sin1�2(�1 �2)
c

2 |.(i�c)|
(z.(i�c)&1)(.(i�c) z&1)

z2

Then the proof is completed by combining (25) with (10), and noting that
`=(.({))\1 are the solutions of {= 1

2 (`+`&1). K

Theorem 4. Let # be the arc of the unit circle described by (2). Suppose
that d_ # M# and that

|
2?&�1

�1

log[_$(�)] d3#(�)>&�, (36)

then,

.n(d_, `)<\1+`+- (1+`)2&4C2(#) `
2C(#) +

n

��n

- (1+`)2&4C2(#) `+`&1&2 sin(�1 �2)

- 2?(1+sin(�1 �2)) (`&1)
D#(t, `), (37)

t=(3$#)&1 _$, ` # C� "#.

Proof. From Theorem 1 ((a) O (b)) and the following compact analytic
expression for G#(`) (see [[3], Lemma 6(iv)] or [[8], p. 233])

G#(`)=
1+`+- (1+`)2&4C2(#) `

2C(#)
, (38)

where the root is taken so that G#(0)=C&1(#), it is sufficient to show that
the right hand sides of (32) and (37) are equal.
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A simple calculation gives us

sin(�1 �2)

2 sin(��2) - cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)
=

1+c2 cos2 %

2c |sin %|
, �=2 arccot(c cos %),

(39)

% # [0, 2?], thus from (15)

_~ $(%)=t(�) 2 sin&1(�1 �2) sin2(��2), (40)

where

t(�)=_$(�)(3$#(�))&1=
_$(�) - cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)

sin(��2)
.

Using the multiplicative property of the Szego� function and combining
(10), Lemma 5, and (40) with (32), we obtain

9#(`)=
2i sin(�1�2) - 1+sin(�1 �2)

cos(�1�2)[.((i�c)(`+1)�(`&1))&.(i�c)](`&1)

1

- 2?
D#(t, `).

(41)

Using (31) and (38), (41) becomes

9#(`)=
C(#) G#(`)&1&sin(�1�2)

- 2?(1+sin(�1�2)) (`&1)
D#(t, `), (42)

and this completes the proof. K

Evaluating (37) at `=� (see (10)) we obtain

Corollary 2. If (36) holds, the asymptotic behavior of the leading
coefficients is given by

lim
n � �

Cn(#) :n(d_)=
1

- 2?(1+sin(�1 �2))

_exp {&1
4? |

2?&�1

�1

log[t(�)] d3#(�)= .
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Another immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is

Corollary 3 (see [10]). If (36) holds, we have

lim
n � � |

#
|.n(`)&[9#(`+) Gn

#(`+)+9#(`&) Gn
#(`&)]| 2 _$(`) |d`|=0. (43)

Proof. Denoting by In the integral under the limit in (43), it is obvious
that

0�In�1&2 Re |
#

.n(`) Hn(`) _$(`) |d`|+|
#

|Hn(`)| 2 _$(`) |d`| , (44)

where Hn(`)=9#(`+) Gn
#(`+)+9#(`&) Gn

#(`&).
On the other hand, simple calculations (see (38) and (42)) give us

|G$#(`\)|=
\sin

�

2
\�cos2 �1

2
&cos2 �

2+
2 �cos2 �1

2
&cos2 �

2

, `=ei�,

and

|G$#(`\)| |D#(t, `\) | 2

|- 2? 9#(`\)| 2
=

sin(��2)

- cos2(�1�2)&cos2(��2)
, ` # #,

where

t(�)=
_$(�) - cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)

sin(��2)
, `=ei�.

Thus, from the behavior of the Szego� function on #, we have

|G$#(`\)|
|9#(`\)| 2=2?_$(`), ` # #. (45)

Since the real part of an analytic function is a harmonic function, using
Theorem 1, we obtain

lim sup
n � �

&2 Re |
#

.n(`) Hn(`) _$(`) |d`|

=lim sup
n � �

&2
2?

Re �
#

.n(`)
G n

#(`) 9#(`)
|G$#(`) d`|�&2. (46)
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Finally, setting ei%=G#(`+)=G#(`&), ` # #, % # [0, ?], using again (45),
and the Riemann�Lebesgue Lemma, we have

lim
n � � |

#
9#(`+) Gn

#(`+) 9#(`&) Gn
#(`&) _$(`) |d`|

= lim
n � � |

2?

0
ein%f (%) dm(%)=0,

where f is an integrable function; so

|
#

|Hn(`)| 2 _$(`)| d`|=�
#

|9#(`) Gn
#(`)|2 _$(`) |d`|

+2 Re |
#

9#(`+) Gn
#(`+) 9#(`&) Gn

#(`&) _$(`) |d`|

=
1

2? �
#

|G$#(`)| |d`|+o(1)=1+o(1), as n � �.

(47)

Combining (46) and (47) with (44), the proof is finished. K

Remark 2. v It is not hard to prove that if there exists a function
9# # H2(_) (see definition in [4]) such that (43) holds then we have that
(a)�(d) of Theorem 1 hold.

v If #=[z=ei� : �1����2 , 0��2&�1�2?] is an arbitrary arc,
then #̂=ei�0# is the symmetric arc obtained from # by a rotation of an angle
�0=(2?&�1&�2)�2. Let us set c0=ei�0 and consider the measure d_̂(�� )=
d_(�� &�0), �� # [�1+�0 , �2+�0].

The general case is obtained immediately from the following easy to
prove statements:

1. _̂$(�� )=_$(�� &�0); log _̂$ # L1
d3#̂

� log _$ # L1
d3#

;

2. .n(_, `)=c&n
0 .n(_̂, c0`), :n(d_)=:n(d_̂);

3. G#(`)=c&1
0 G #̂(c0`), C(#)=C(#̂)=sin(�2&�1 )�2;

4. d3#(�)=sin((�+�0)�2)�- cos2((�1+�0)�2)&cos2((�+�0)�2) d�,
� # [�1 , �2];

5. 9#(`)=(- (1+c0`)2&4C2(#) c0`+c0`&1&2 sin((�1+�0)�2))�
(- 2?(1+sin((�1+�0)�2)) (c0`&1)) D#(t, c0 `).
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4. WEAK CONVERGENCE ON THE ARC

Proof of Theorem 2. We will only prove the first limit, since the second
is obtained in an identical manner. We have

In =
def |

#
f (z) |.n(z)|2 _$(z) |dz|

=|
c

&c
f \t+i

t&i+ }.n \t+i
t&i+}

2 2_$((t+i )�(t&i ))
1+t2 dt

=|
c

&c
f \t+i

t&i+ } (t&i )n .n \t+i
t&i+}

2 +$(t) dt
(1+t2)n .

Applying (11) on the latter integral, we obtain

In= } .n(1)
kn, n+1 }

2

|
c

&c
g(t) } ln, n+1(t)&

ln, n+1(&i )
ln, n(&i )

ln, n(t) }
2 +$(t) dt

(1+t2)n

= } .n(1)
kn, n+1 }

2

{|
c

&c
g(t) l2

n, n+1(t)
+$(t) dt
(1+t2)n

&2 Re \ln, n+1(&i )
ln, n(&i ) + |

c

&c
g(t) ln, n(t) ln, n+1(t)

+$(t) dt
(1+t2)n

+ } ln, n+1(&i )
ln, n(&i ) }

2

|
c

&c
g(t) l2

n, n+1(t)
+$(t) dt
(1+t2)n= , (48)

where g(t)= f ((t+i )�(t&i ))�(1+t2).
According to Theorem 7 and Theorem 9 in [11], we have that for all

k # Z and m # N, and any bounded Borel-measurable function g on
[&c, c],

lim
n � � |

c

&c
g(t) ln, n+k (t) ln, n+k+m(t)

+$(t) dt
(1+t2)n

=
1

? |
c

&c
g(t) Tm \t

c+
dt

- c2&t2
,

lim
n � �

ln, n+k+1(&i )
ln, n+k (&i )

=. \&i
c + and lim

n � �

kn, n+k+1

kn, n+k
=

2
c

,

where Tm(t) denotes the mth Chebyshev polynomial; i.e., Tm(cos %)=
cos m%.
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Notice that g is a bounded Borel-measurable function on [&c, c] if and
only if f is a bounded Borel-measurable function on #.

Finally, since .(&i�c) is a purely imaginary number, taking the limit as
n � � in (48) and keeping in mind the last three limit relations given
above, together with Lemma 2 (b), we obtain

lim
n � �

In=
c

2?
( |.(i�c)|&1+|.(i�c)| ) |

c

&c
g(t)

dt

- c2&t2

=
1

? sin(�1�2) |
2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) d�

2 - c2&cot2(��2)

=
1

2? |
2?&�1

�1

f (ei�) sin(��2) d�

- cos2(�1 �2)&cos2(��2)
,

which concludes the proof. K

Remark 3. From Theorem 2.2.1 of [16], we have:

v If d&.n
denotes the positive measure that has a mass equal to one

at every zero of .n , then under the assumptions of Theorem 2 with respect
to d_,

lim
n � �

1
n | g d&.n

=
1

2? |
#

g d3# , (49)

where g is any continuous function on C with compact support.

v It is not hard to prove that (49) also holds if one substitutes the
condition the condition _$>0 a.e. on # by the weaker one (see [3])

|,n(0)| � a,
,n+1(0)

,n(0)
� b, 0<a<1, n � �, (50)

where ,n(z)=.n(z)�:n . In this case, #=[ei%: �1�%&arg b�2?&�1] with
sin �1 �2=a (see also [2]). An interesting question is whether (50) is
sufficient for the thesis of Theorem 2 to remain true.
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